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This came from Peter Dale Scott yesterday. I will e-mail him back and acknowledge that I rec'd his message.To: 

Laura_Denk @ jfk-arrb.govcc: (bcc: Laura Denk/ARRB)From: pdscott @ socrates.berkeley.edu @ INTERNET @ 

INTERLIANT Date: 03/18/98 10:49:42 AM PSTSubject: Harvey Lee Oswald records.LPDear Laura DenkWith my 

house in great turmoil, and my office almost unusable,I have been regrettably slow in getting back to you. I 

return nowto the anomaly of unexplained "Harvey Lee Oswald" references inFBI (and other agency) records. 

The easiest explanation forthese widespread references is the existence of archetypalsources not yet in the 

public domain, which you should try toget if possible. If they no longer exist (which is possible), thenI hope you 

will request or try toestablish records pertaining to their disappearance.I am glad to note that the ARRB has 

been willing to interview formerFBI agents; it would I think be appropriate to do so with respectto "Harvey Lee 

Oswald" records.I attach a partial FBI list of such "HLO" references, exclusive of theMexico situation we 

discussed, which is excerpted from a fullerlist from all sourceswhich goes back to 1951. (I assume you already 

have the fulllist, but would be happy to email it again if you wish.)With respect to the Mexico HLO messages 

from Howard D. Wesley, therewas until recently a telephone listing for a "HowardD. Wesley, Sr.," at 9508 

Franklin Ave., Lanham Seabrook, Maryland, tele-phone no. 301-577-3135.You will note that (as in the case of 

Mexico), most of the HLOreferences come from out-of-the-mainstream FBI posts likeTampa, or Mobile, or 

Bern Switzerland. I have never seen asingle HLO reference in the voluminous records from the Dallas FBI,even 

though they occur in the records ofthe Dallas Secret Service, and the Dallas Police.With this in mind, I draw 

your attention to the first itemin the list, which is Robert Oswald's account of his first FBIinterview after the 

assassination. According to him, theinterviewing agent said, "Is your brother's name Lee Harvey Oswaldor 

Harvey Lee Oswald?...We have it here as Harvey Lee."I would invite you to ask Robert Oswald about this, and 

particularlyfor him to identify the FBI agent who interviewed him. If (as I suspect)he does not cooperate, you 

could then locate and interrogateformer SA Charles T. Brown, who I suspect was the agent inquestion (though 

there were two SA Browns acting together that day)."We have it here:" where did the Agent have it? (Even if it 

wasonly a Police record, that would be something for the ARRB to obtain.)I don't know if James Hosty was 

ever asked if he had ever heard orseen references to "Harvey Lee Oswald." Is it too late now to askhim? I 

would like to think that future researchers will note thefact if the ARRB fails to put this question to him.As I 

said in my phone conversation, I would like the same oranalogous question to be put to those who signed off 

on the seconditem, the cable from the Legal Attache in Bern.And so down the line: to former SAs Paul 

Scranton of Miami(fourth item); Eugene I. Tuggey, Jr., and Joseph P. Backusof Los Angeles (sixth item); James 
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